
ICIPR statement against intimidation of indigenous delegates by the Russian 
state’s representative during the EMRIP 15th session in Geneva 

Dear delegates of the Expert Mechanism session! 
Dear indigenous sisters and brothers and distinguished states' representatives! 
 
This is a statement regarding the fact of intimidation of Mrs. Yana Tannagasheva during the 
15th session of the UN Expert Mechanism on the rights of indigenous peoples by the state's 
representative. 
 
By this statement, we would like to express our strong protest against the fact of 
intimidation of the member of the Russian indigenous delegation Mrs. Yana Tannagasheva 
(who represents the International Committee of indigenous peoples of Russia), by the 
representative of the Russian state's delegation that was happened yesterday (4th July) 
during the first day of the session of the UN Expert Mechanism on the rights of indigenous 
peoples just in this room.  
 
We consider yesterday's aggressive dialog of the representative of the Russian state with 
Mrs. Yana Tannagasheva, including an attempt to find out her personal data, as a pure fact 
of intimidation of indigenous rights defenders considering our long negative practice in that 
field with Russian officials.  
 
We consider the intimidation of indigenous people's rights activists, which is unfortunately 
usual practice today for Russian authorities, unacceptable, especially if indigenous rights 
defenders are persecuted for their cooperation with the UN or for delivering information 
about indigenous rights violations to the UN human rights bodies.  
 
We ask for the assistance of the Expert Mechanism and secretariat to prepare the official 
complaint with regards to the aggressive behavior of the member of the Russian state 
delegation against Mrs. Yana Tannagasheva. We also ask Expert Mechanism and the Human 
rights Council in general to protect indigenous rights defenders who are intimidated by 
Russian or any other authorities for their human rights activity and cooperation with the 
UN.  
 
We express our solidarity to our indigenous brothers and sisters in Russia, Ukraine and 
other countries who fight for their freedom or against violations of indigenous rights by 
states or any other institutions, including business corporations.  
 
Thank you for your attention! 
 
Dmitry Berezhkov, International Committee of indigenous peoples of Russia (ICIPR) 
 
 


